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Appreciation and self-love…
« Appreciation and self-love are the most important tools that you could use. Appreciating others and appreciating
yourself matches the most the vibration of your source energy. »
(Abraham-Hicks, excerpts of a workshop hosted in Spokane, WA, on Tuesday May 30th, 2000.)
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CHAPTER 4
Decide to love and respect money
What you will learn from this third principle is the secret that allows you to easily receive
abundance and money, the answer to the question "Can we love money?”, as well as how to
respect money nowadays
In 2014, I went to Normandy to host a two-hour workshop, following my lecture on money,
where I transformed the phrase "money is the sinews of war" into "money is the sinews of peace".
It was interesting to discover this strong link between money and war. While doing some research, I discovered that this expression was well illustrated during the First World War, when
there was a shortage of money and weapons. It is true that money can support conflicts and wars,
in our life and in the world. Even today, many people take advantage of wars, fighting or conflicts
to earn a lot of money. In your business too, when you think about money, you often feel a sense
of conflict, contrast, or difficulty.
However, it does not help us to love money and to recognize its uplifting value in our lives,
only to focus on that aspect. How can we turn this expression into a more beneficial phrase for
the world today, according to which money would rather be the sinews of peace?

ALCHEMICAL GAME
Take a moment to ask yourself these questions:
• What is money for me, in my professional activity and in my private life?
• How do I feel when I talk about money or when I think of money?
Take the time to observe what is happening within you and then think about the idea that
money is the sinews of peace. How do you feel now?
Money is the sinews of peace. This is happening more and more in the world. In many situations, an increasing number of souls want to come back to appreciating money and appreciating
the people who have money, and to appreciating abundance. This, even more if you are coach, a
healer, or a spiritual entrepreneur. You want to love money. You want money to love you. Because you need money to be able to express your full potential.
Take the time to stop in front of this sentence: "Money is the sinews of peace in my business",
and anchor this new belief in your cells. You will discover that money can become the sinews of
genuine appreciation in all the energy, work, relationships, and money exchanges you know.
Money can be the sinews of true peace, and of a true exchange of gifts, rather than being used as
a medium to influence, manipulate or envy others. You must use money with more awareness to
be able to spread more peace and love into your personal world and in the more global world.
My question for you here is: how could you use money to spread more peace and love in your
world and in your business today?
In the Love and Money Alchemy1 community, all together, we create a vortex by developing
these kinds of thoughts and by asking ourselves these kinds of questions. We are creating a world
where money and love go hand in hand, and where we are moving into a new era of peace, where
Come and introduce yourself on the Love and Money Alchemy page to exchange with the other members of this
powerful deliberately creative community: https://www.facebook.com/lovemoneyalchemy – and read our articles
on https://loveandmoneyalchemy.com
1
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we are re-learning to love money, the wonderful adventures it allows us to live and the wonderful
initiatives that it allows us to take.
What is the secret that will allow you
to easily receive abundance and money?
This secret is a decision. A decision you want to make every day. At the beginning of your day,
you launch the intention to align yourself with your well-being, not just with your results. The
results are good and perfect. We need numbers in front of us to be able to launch a new intention
or preference, but when you focus only on the results, your mind or intellect takes the lead. You
stay stuck often at the level of pure intellect, which emits a low vibration generating bad feeling
emotions that lead you to struggle, stress and fatigue. While when you are focused on the wellbeing you want to feel throughout your day, everything changes. From DOING, you enter BEING.
You must not only focus on what you’re doing, the results, the goals, but especially on what
you want to feel, the essence of your being. Thus, you leave the vibration of lack of time, lack of
ideas, lack of money, lack of vitality, to enter the realm of infinity and abundance: abundance of
time, abundance of ideas, abundance of money, abundance of vitality.
Have you ever tried to adopt this type of behavior?
You can make the decision today to jump from a focus solely on "doing" to getting into "being" and "being more". Doing always comes from being. If you decide to be a model of abundant
thought and observation of abundance, actions will be inspired to you and you will move on to
some way of "doing" things that will be abundant because your actions will be inspired and therefore fruitful.
Decide now to be abundant and observe abundance as soon as you make that decision.
Another question that I often ask myself, and that I would like to ask you here, is: can we
love money?
You know that today many of us might doubt that it is possible to love money, or that money
is "lovable". And yet it is, because money is as spiritual as everything else in life. Money comes
from infinite substance, like any other form manifested in this Universe. Why would a planet, for
example, be more lovable than money? Why could we love the sun more than money? Why
would we love a stone more than money?
Money can be loved if you love yourself enough to want to manifest it in your life with ease
and effortlessly, through your essence and your being, and only then through what you’re doing.
We hear a lot of horrible things about money. Therefore, it is hard to believe that we can love
money. Many people in your life point their finger at you when you say that you love money.
Many look at you in a funny way. And sometimes we too do it. Governments in Europe, some
States in the United States, and people look at you strangely if you are rich and prosperous and
if you have too much money, because they believe you are taking the money that is owed to them.
"The rich take money from the poor" is what we hear everywhere. This is the belief or habitual
state of mind of most people in society.
My intention is to help you transform this attitude. I help you decide and observe that when
you love money, money comes to you easily. If you are poor or if you do not have the money
you want to have, it is only because you have a lack state of mind. You hold a poverty belief. We
maintain many beliefs of lack and scarcity around money and often navigate around the false
belief in injustice, the belief in the unjust antagonism between the rich and the poor.
All this creates a conflict, an internal war even, a sickly duality, while money is basically a unity
medium. If you unite with the world, if you unite with others, if you unite with your customers
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and whoever you want to help, then you begin to see a flow of money coming to you repeatedly
and regularly. It is this union and unity within you that brings the money to you.

ALCHEMICAL GAME
This week, write down the non-supportive beliefs and fears you see in your daily life, no matter
in what situation - professional or personal. For example, the belief that the rich take the money
from the poor, that rich countries impoverish other countries. Have you noticed that the rich
countries of today are the poor countries of yesteryear? Emerging countries today were poor
countries before, and vice versa. Europe and the United States have been very rich for a while.
But they are getting poorer. These are just cycles of plenty and cycles of poverty that obey our
beliefs and fears.
We live this kind of cycles in our lives too, where we can have periods of affluence of money,
so that we feel good. We are sure and convinced that everything is fine for us. Then expenses or
beliefs arise and begin to create a vicious circle. We begin to diminish ourselves, for example, or
to devalue ourselves. Or we begin to point out those who have more than us, or to diminish the
value of what we offer and what others offer, questioning the quality of what they offer. This
vicious circle brings us into a new attitude of lack, and here we start again to experience financial
lows.
These ups and downs are connected to the beliefs and emotions we hold. It is important,
therefore, to stay in harmony with money and find a way to love money, no matter what.
Decide to love money, even if you do not see it enough in your life, and even if you see a lot of
poor people around you or in the world. Love money, no matter what, because money is "loveable". It can be loved by you.
If you hate money, it will not come to you. There are all kinds of abundance levels in the
world, and they all come from the level of your mindset around abundance.
There are indefinite nuances of abundance. Where is the cursor of your abundance consciousness? If your abundance consciousness is high enough, you will see a stream of money
coming in smoothly and fluidly. While if your abundance consciousness is very low, you will be
closer to a poverty attitude and scarcity consciousness and you will experience more ups and
downs.
The ups and downs, we experience them all. We all live cycles of plenty and scarcity in our
lives. And we can experiment them so that the lows are always higher than what we have experienced so far. Therefore, this is no longer a problem for us because we still have enough income
to cover our expenses, for example.
That's what you want to install in your life. You must reach a low that is always much higher
than the moments of great financial difficulties. You reach that level when you believe that money
can be loved. When you make the decision to love money no matter what, and when you decide
that money loves you. You believe it and you convince yourself that money loves you.
I encourage you to do this as much as possible throughout the days of this month. And before
offering you an exercise that will allow you to install this in your daily life, I would like you to ask
yourself the following question: how do I respect money these days?
It is just as important to respect money as to respect yourself. Because, when you respect
yourself, money respects you. Money is a mirror, like everything in your world.
Respect yourself, and money will respect you. And the people around you will respect you too.
Respect money, because money is a magnificent and infinite agent of the Universe, which was
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created by humans to represent the love and appreciation they feel for everything they receive,
and for anyone who helps them get what they want.
As entrepreneurs, coaches, healers, artists, and other creators, we help others get what they
want, and we want to get love and appreciation back. In any way possible, whether in the form
of money or in the form of a hug, a thank you, a smile. And we need money in today's society,
and we like to gain appreciation and love in the form of money as well.
Money is an infinite resource that comes directly from Source. Therefore, it should be easy to
get it in any amount. It is easy for everyone to get what comes directly from Source.
Decide how much you want today, this month, or this year. Do you know this amount?
Have you even thought about it?
Have you launched the intention to get a clear and precise amount?
Or, is this something vague in your mind?
And you know that any vague thought or intention will attract other vague thoughts or intentions, and vague results. While clarity brings you more clarity, and clear results.
Get clear, very precisely, about the financial amount you want to receive each day, or each
month,
and
certainly
this
year.
ALCHEMICAL GAME
I invite you to write down the names of three to five people with whom you are under financial
stress. These are people who may still be present in your life or who have passed away, or who
you have not seen for some time.
Then, look at how each of these people helped you make a leap forward.
What did this financial stress help you understand and what decisions did you make because
of this situation?
Once you have answered these questions, write down how you could have respected yourself
more in the situation.
And how you decide today to respect yourself more, you and money?
Answers will be inspired to you thanks to these questions. Write them down. They will ease a
lot of things in your financial relations.
And finally, you want to thank these people for their powerful presence in your life, and celebrate the wonderful insights you have received through this exercise.
List ways in which you can celebrate this exercise.
Let's create together here, peace in our relationship with money, starting today, amplifying the
feeling of love and respect when we think about money and when we talk about money in our
life and in our business.
And do not forget that you are unstoppable. You know you can walk your path by looking
ahead, no matter what, by loving money, and by respecting yourself and money, whatever happens. Do decide to love and respect money!
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CRUCIAL POINTS TO REMEMBER
principle of the alchemy between love and money
Decide to love and respect money

- Money is as spiritual as everything else in life.
- Money comes from the infinite substance, like every other form manifested in this Universe.
- Money can be loved, if you love yourself sufficiently enough to want to manifest it in your
life with ease and effortlessly, through your essence and your being, and only then, through what
you’re doing.
- If you unite with the world, if you unite with others, if you unite with your customers and
whoever you want to help, then you begin to see a flow of money coming to you repeatedly and
regularly.
- When you respect yourself, money respects you. Money is a mirror, like everything in your
world. Respect yourself, and money will respect you. And the people around you will respect you
too.
- Respect money, because money is a magnificent and infinite agent of the Universe, which
was created by humans to represent the love and appreciation they feel for everything they receive
and for anyone who helps them get what they want.
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Marcelle della Faille, known as the Attraction Queen, is an author, a
translator, a mentor, a trainer and Law of Attraction expert whose
first book « Le secret de la loi d'Attraction” (The Law of Attraction
Secret), quickly became a best-seller in 2005. Her other books the Workbook for Law of Attraction Secret, The Prosperity Odyssey,
A Secret Within Their Reach for children, all offer valuable lessons
on the practical application of the universal principles of attraction and alignment in the personal and professional lives or tens of
thousands of readers. Her most recent book How to succeed in business: Own your worth and
attract money, published on Kindle and Amazon, will help you take the road of ‘Spiritual Entrepreneurship’ in order to live your ideal life and understand that it is possible to attract money while
owning who you really are and running the business you adore.

Also translator of numerous New Thought books (as The Science of Getting Rich, The Science of
well-Being, The Science of Being Great, from Wallace D. Wattles, and ‘The Master Key’ and ‘Cause
and Effect’ from Charles F. Haanel, and ‘The Secret of Ages’, from Robert Collier), Marcelle is wellknown for her writings and training programs that inspire you to develop your passion into a profitable
business.
She has now expanded her business to
the English-speaking audience through
the creation of the loveandmoneyalchemy.com website. Through this website, I help women entrepreneurs recognize the alchemy between love and
money in order to transform their limiting beliefs into love so they can become a high-income magnet.
Marcelle della Faille’s life experience and her 15 years
of practice and teaching of the Law of Attraction have
also led her to design workshops and powerful
Frenchspeaking training programs in the field of Law of
Attraction , Aligned Writing and Entrepreneurship.
Founder and director of the Aficea coaching school, her
experience, which she loves to share, has transformed

the lives of tens of thousands of people ... Successfully!

Follow Marcelle della Faille :
http://www.loi-d-attraction.com
https://aficea.com
https://loveandmoneyalchemy.com
https://twitter.com/lovmoneyalchemy
https://www.facebook.com/lovemoneyalchemy/
https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.instagram.com/marcelle_della_faille/
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